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Abstract

Positron diffusion in Si[100) and 31(111) has been measured

using & variable energy positron beam. The diffusion related

parameter, E is found to be 4.2 ± 0.2 3ceV, significantly longer

than previously reported values. The positron diffusion coefficient

is estimated at D = 2.3 i 0.4 cm /sec, the uncertainly arising

mainly from the characteristics of the assumed positron implantation

profile. A drastic reduction in E is found after heating the

sample to 1300 K, showing that previously reported low values

of E are associated with the thermal history of the sample. A

high sensitivity to defects introduced by low energy ion

bombardment is found, and the defect recovery was followed during

heat treatments. Reconstruction of the SiHil) surface into the

so-called 7x7 structure had no detectable influence on the

positron diffusion behavior. No changes in the positron diffusion

was observed after covering the surface with atomic hydrogen.

However the yield of positronium formation at the surface was

enchanced, attributed to an increased density of states at the

surface.

* Visiting from Laboratory of Physics, Helsinki University of

Technology, SF-02150 Espoo, Finland



Introduction

The development of monoenergetic low energy positron beams

gives the possibility to study the diffusion of positrons in

solids in a very direct way. The fraction of positrons after

implantation that diffuses back to the surface can be detected

for various incident positron energies /I,2/. Positrons are

implanted in the sample at various well-defined energies. After

implantation the positrons fehermalize in a time {< 10 psec)

short compared to its mean lifetime (*» 220 psec). A positron

that diffuses back to the surface can lose energy and become

localized at the surface or be emitted as a positron or

positronium (Ps, elactron-positron bound state). Ps exists in

two states, singlet and triplet. The triplet state is ur.igue

since it decays predominantly by three photon emission, whereas

the majority of positrons in the sample decay by emission of

two photons. Determining the fraction of three photon events

therefore gives a number proportional to the number cf positrons

that have diffused back to the surface.

The importance of the mobility of charge carriers in

semiconductors is well known. We. can view the positron as an

alternative charge carrier which in many respects behaves similar

to holes. A study of the positron mobility in the near surface

region will provide useful information on the mobility of holes

in this region.

Studies of the positron diffusion using slow positron beams

have previously been carried out on Ge /3/ and Si /4,S/. While

a consistent picture was found for the positron diffusion in Ge,

an anomalously low diffusion coefficient was found in Si. It was

suggested that this is due to formation of an electric field at

the surface during high temperature heat treatment, which was part

of the cleaning procedure /S/.

The surface cleaning was done by sputtering with Ar+ f*-.1 lowed

by annealing at various temperatures. We have studied this cleaning

process carefully with measurements of the positron diffusion

in an effort to separate the different effects that influence

the diffusion. These are positron trapping into defects created

by the sputtering, changes in positron mobility due to formation

of an electric field at the surface and trapping into defects

created by surface reconstruction.



Recent theories on the reconstruction of the Si{111) surface

into a so called 7x7 structure predicts that this structure

contains open-volume defects /7,8/. We use the positron mobility

measurements to observe any near-surface trapping, that may be

associated with structural defects arising from reconstruction.

Deposition of atonic hydrogen on Si("Ml) is also used to create

a 1x3 structure /9/.

Experimental Details

The variable-energy positron apparatus and associated ultra-

high-vacuum (UHV) surface chamber used for these studies is a

modified version of the system described elsewhere /ID/,. Positrons
53

' emitted from a Co source (— 100 mCi) are moderated to thermal

energies by a single crystal H(110) used in a back scattering

geometry /13/. This process involves implantation, thermalization and

subsequent diffusion cf the positron within the moderator. Those

that diffuse back to the surface can be reemitted into the vacuum.

Our slow positron conversion efficiency is about ~ 2 x 10" .

The reemitted positrons are transported through the beam tube

.along the axis of A 'guiding magnetic field and electrostatically

accelerated tc any desired energy within_ the 0-80 keV range.

This is a considerable increase in maximum incident positron

energy and is made possible by floating the source chamber and

subsequently accelerating the positron through an accelerator

while keeping the sample grounded.

The operating pressure in the sample chamber was about

5 x 10" torr throughout the experiment, rising to about

1 x 10" torr during high temperature heat treatment.

The impurity content of the surfaces was determined using

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The structure of the surfaces

was determined using Low-energy electron diffraction ilEEDD - As

will be described in more detail in the next section, the

fraction of positrons that reaches the surface is determined on

ths basis of the annihilation gamma spectrum. This was measured

using an intrinsic Ge detector with a count rate of about 30 keps.

The Si samples were single crystals measuring 2 x 3 x 0.05 cm.

Heating was done by resistively heating a Ta foil mounted on

the back of the Si crystals, by the use of an electron gun heater

or by resistively heating the Si itself. Temperatures above 900 K

were measured using a pyrometer and temperatures below 900 K using

a thermocouple. Atomic hydrogen was obtained by having the ion

gun filament on with the ion gun facing the sample in TO" torr

hydrogen.



Analysis of Data

He measure the fraction of Ps formed at the surface at each

incident positron energy on the basis of the annihilation photon

spectrum, since the spectrum from two three photon events are

significantly different. When two photons axe emitted they each

have an snergy oS ~ 511 keV, whereas when three are emitted the

individual energy is distributed from 0 to 511 keV. The fraction

can simply be determined on the basis of the ratio between

events in the photopeak (511 keV) to the total number of events

/12/.

The probability f of a positron reaching the surface and forming

Fs after being implanted with energy £ depends on the positron

diffusion coefficient D+J the effective lifetime of the positron

in the bulk x and the implantation profile p(xrE) of the positrons

just after therraalization in the solid. Using a one dimensional

diffusion equation gives /I/:

where f is the probability of forming Ps when a positron

encounters the sample surface. In accordance with the results for

electrons /13/, a power law relatioship between the implantation

energy and the mean depth x is used

x * AEn . |2)

Using an exponential implantation profile /it 4., 15/ and expressing

the positron diffusion length L+ in terms of an energy E :

L+ =/ D+T . = AE^ , one finds . O3

f * f[1 + (E/Eo}
n3~1 - (4)

This expression has been used in many positron diffusion

studies and has been shown to fit the data remarkably well giving

a value for n «« 1.6 /1,3f4/. In earlier experiments the maximum

available energy has been 6 keV. In the present experiment

energies up to 40 keV are used.



Fig. 1 shows the measured value of f in Si(111} after 1100 K

anneal as a function of energy in the range 0 - 40 keV. The best

to Eq. (4) shown in Fig. la. gives a value of n*2±0.2 and £o«4.3+0.2

keV. Eq. (4) fits the data points well at high energies/ but the

fit at low energies is not good. A fit for fixed n * 1.6 is

shown in Fig. 1b. The procedure provides an excellent fit from 0-6

keV in agreement with the result of previous measurements in this

energy region /3,4/ giving a value of EQ * 4.2 t 0.2 keV.. Inserting

this value of E Q in Eq. (3) with n - 1.6 /16/, the positron life-

time in Si T « 220 psec /17/ and A * 206 A/keV"n /16,13/ we obtain

D » 1.9 ± 0.3 cm /sec. It has been pointed out /19/ ti:at at

low incident energies, f is not very sensitive to the implantation

profile. This may be the reason for the good agreement of the -

fit in Fig. 1b for E < S keV. However the fit to Eq. (4) for

higher energies is poor. This simple expression does not fit the

data well over the entire energy range. This suggests that the

exponential profile is not adequate in representing the actual

profile. Recent Monte Carlo calculations /18/ have given an

implantation profile which is well represented by the profile

originally suggested by Makhov /IS/:

P.(x) - m xm exp (-Jx/xor) 15)
xo

with m M 1.9 and xQ = AE
n.

He have fitted this expression to the data using this profile

in Eq. (1) with n = 1.6. The best fit was obtained for m = 1.4.

The result is shown in Fig. 1c. As seen, the agreement is very

good, indeed indicating that this profile provides a better

description of the actual implantation.profile. The corresponding

diffusion coefficient was found to be 2.7 * 0.3 cm /sec. It

is 40% larger than the value derived on the basis of the

We have fitted this expression to the data using this profile

in Eq. (1} with n - 1.6. The best fit was obtained for m = 1.4.

The result is shown in Fig. 1c. As seen, the agreement is very

good, indeed indicating that this profile provides a better

description of the actual implantation profile.. However,, the value

of in 1.4 is significantly lower than the one deduced from

Monte Carlo calculations ,/18/. The corresponding diffusion

coefficient was found to be 2.7 i 0.3 cm /sec. It is 40% larger

than the value derived on the basis of the exponential implantation



profile. This difference was also found from the Monte Carlo

simulation /18/. It shows that the need for an accurate description

of the implantation profile and the parameters A and n axe necessary

in order, to obtain a higher accuracy in the positron diffusion

coefficient.

Results and Discussions

A. Positron diffusion in defect-free Si

In order to study the diffusion of positrons in the near

surface region of Si, it is necessary to obtain a clean and

well characterized surface. Cleaning the surface in UHV can

be done by cleaving ox by sputtering the surface /2D/. in this

study we have used sputtering. During sputtering,- defects are

produced in the near surface region. It is generally assumed

that these defects can be removed by annealing at a

sufficiently high temperature. However, at high temperatures

it has been observed that a degenerate p-type layer is formed

in Si /20,21/ causing an electric field at the surface.

In the msasurements shown in Fig. 1 and discussed earlier we

cleaned Si(111)by low energy Ar sputtering followed by annealing

at moderate temperatures (1100 K). The observed positron diffusion

coefficient after this procedure is more than an order of

magnitude longer than previously reported values determined by

this method in Si /2#4,5/. We believe that the present measurements

reflect the behavior of positrons in perfect Si without the

presence of an electric field.

Ar+ sputtering performed to dean the surface was done

at low incident energy (1 keV) and angle t30o) to minimize the

number of defects created in the surface region, thereby lowering

the temperature at which they anneal out.

Fig. 2 shows the Ps-fraction f as a function of incident

positron energy for a sputtered Si(111) sample. A steep decrease

in f is observed at very low positron implantation energies

indicating their trapping into defects. A similar steep decrease

in f,. i.e. a very short E , has been observed in metallic

samples with vacancies in thermal equilibrium /22/.



However, for incident energies above ~ 0.5 keV the data in

Fig.2 show a moderate decrease in f. In fact by fitting Eg. (4)

to data above 0.5 keV, a value of the diffusion -*rameter

E - 4.0 keV is obtained. This is considerably larger than

the previously reported values of 0.7 keV, 0.9 keV /S/ and

2.0 iceV /4/. The damage at the surface changes fQ, whereas

it has no effect on the diffusion to the surface for E £ 0.5

keV, where positron implantation extends below the damaged

surface after sputtering and £ has a value close to the well-

annealed sample. After annealing the sample at 1100 K measurements

of f were repeated as a function of the incident positron energy

E. The results are also shown in Fij 2. The steep decrease

below 0.5 keV has disappeared, showing that the surface defects

have annealed out. An small increase in E Q is also observed.

The deduced values for f and E as sputtered and moderately

annealed {1100 K) samples are shown in Table 1, for two Si(111)

and two Si(100) samples. All values of £ axe around 4.0 keV with

a tendency to increase after annealing. The average value of £«

after annealing at 1100 K for the four samples 4.2 ± 0.2 keV.

From this value we extract a diffusion coefficient D. * 1.9 t 0.3

cm /sec (c.f. Eg. 3), as discussed previously. This is in good

agreement with the value of D • 1.56 cm /sec found by

extrapolating positron mobility measurements /23/. Assuming the

positron implantation profile given by Eg. 75/ we obtain a better

fit to the data. This results in a diffusion coefficient that

is approximately 40% higher, i.e. 2.7 - 0.3 cm /sec.

Attempt to measure the positron diffusion parameters at

various temperatures were also performed. The samples after high

temperature annealing show anomalously low values of the diffusion

parameter EQ as will be discussed in the next section. One of the

Si(111) samples did not exhibit this behavior and was therefore

measured in more detail. EQ was determined at various temperatures

and the diffusion coefficient D+ extracted from Eg. (3). The results

are shown in Fig. 3. Similar data are shown for Si(100) at

temperatures from 600 K to 1300 K. This samples showed a

reduction in EQ after heating at 1300 K. However, this decrease

is only present whan measured at temperatures below 500 K. Above

this temperature section the effect disappears as will be discussed



in the next section. The results above 500 K are assumed to

represent the properties .:f perfect Si.

The diffusion coefficient is also shown in Fig. 3 extracted

from mobility measurements /6/. The solid line is proportional

to T~" as expected if the positron mobility is governed by

acoustic phonon scattering. The agreement between our results

and those from the mobility measurements are reasonably good.

At high temperatures there is a sharp decrease in E- although it

is not as pronounced as observed in Ge /3/. This cannot be

ascribed to thermal vacancies because of the high vacancy formation

energy EpV« 4.5 eV /3/, which results in a vacancy concentration

at the melting point of only ~ 2 x 10 . It must be concluded

that although the D+ values are compatible with other rcieasuruements

/23/ the data are not sufficiently accurate to determine a power

law temperature dependence.

Although the statistical error in determining EQ and D+

is relatively small, a realistic evaluation of possible systematic

errors will lead to a significantly larger uncertainty. We

believe that the derived values of D are correct within a 201

error.

B. Effects due to high temperature heat treatment

As mentioned previously our measured and previously reported

values of EQ are very small after a high temperature anneal.

It has been suggested that this is associated with the formation

of an'electric field at the surface during high temperature

heat treatment, which was part of the cleaning procedure. It

has been observed /20,21/ that heating of Si at high temperatures

in vacuum produces a p-type layer at the surface, irrespective

of the bulk doping. A p-type inversion layer will cause an electric

field that hinders the positron diffusion back to the surface.

Heat treatment above 1300 K was done for three samples. A

drastic decrease in EQ was observed for two of them, to about

EQ * 1.9 keV. One example is shown in Fig. 4. We .then tried to

remove the proposed electric field near the surface by Ar+

ion sputtering. After £ hours of sputtering positronium fraction

measurements were repeated and we observed that E increased



close to its original value, showing that the effect causing

the short E Q indeed was confined to the near surface region.

After seven hours of sputtering fQ retained its original

value (c.f. Fig. 4). It is very unusual that heating of a single

crystal causes a strongly reduced positron diffusion and that

it can be increased again by sputtering.

Positron diffusion parameters in Si(100) for different

sample temperatures were measured and the results arc shown in

Fig. 5. As seen a sharp increase in E« with temperatures is

observed below SOO K. The effect is reversible with no observed

hysteresis. One possibility to account for this is the break

down of the electric field at the surface. It is also possible

that some defects, which are weak positron traps, are generated

thermally during the heat treatment. The low value of E- would

result from trapping of positrons into such defects. The strong

increase in EQ observed below 500 K can be due to thermal

detrapping of positrons from these weak traps. However., it was

observed that the resistance of the sample in this region changes

from 10 8 to 10 ft, showing that the sample becomes conductive.

This supports strongly the idea of an electric field near the

surface. It has been shown1 that the effect of an electric field

on the positron diffusion will toe a reduction in the diffusion

coefficient /6/. In our case the reduction corresponds to an

electric field near the surface of about 10 V/cm ,/6/. A field

of this strength will have a significant influence on the

diffusion of positrons in the near surface region. Experimental

results have been reported /24/ on hole drift velocities caused

by applied external electric fields in the range 3 to 5 x 10 V/cm

with drift velocities up to 10' cm/sec

C. Defects produced by Ar sputtering

The importance of modifying semiconductors by ion implantation

has given considerable interest to techniques that are sensitive

to other damage produced during ion implantation. Often the effects

due to damage centers outweight those produced by the implanted

impurities. This has been demonstrated at doses << 10 ions

cm /25/1 which is below doses needed to form technologically .

useful devices.
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We have studied the defects produced by Ar sputtering

gun at the maximum available energy of 3 keV. The defects formed

can be rather complex since an Ar ion can transfer 97% of its

energy to a Si atom in a head-on collision. A fraction of the

produced defects are monovacancies, which arc mobile w»ll

below room temperature and will therefore disappear at other

defects or at sinks. The bombardment was done at glancing angle..

A measurable effect is observed already after a dose of

8 x 1 0 Ar*/cm . A very sharp decrease in f for positrons

energies below 500 cV is observed indicating their trapping at

defects. An increase in the dose to 1.6 x 10 Ar/ctn enhances

the effect. Higher dose has no further^effect or f vs. energy.

The positron mean implantation depth at 500 eV can be estimated

at 55 A making it comparable to the depth of the implanted Ar

(a few tenths of A). This sensitivity can be used in

annealing studies of the damage. In order to use this method

the ion and positron implantation depths have to be comparable

and the positron has to be at a depth low enough at which a

significant fraction of positrons in perfect Si can diffuse

back to the sample surface. This is still true at 6 keV with an

•implantation depth of ~ 0.5 v<n*

O. Surface structures

Heating Si(111) causes the surface to reconstruct into a

7x7 structure. Recent theories on this structure involve

defects /7,8/. These defects are suggested to be cavities with

a depth of around 6 A. After heating Si(111) above 1300 K we

observed the characteristic 7x? pattern with L2ED. Positron

measurements were then performed. The results are shown in Table

2. As seen no changes are observed in the positron parameters.

There is no indication of positron trapping at these proposed

defects, as no steep regien in the Ps-fraction for positron

energies below 0.5 keV is found. It is expected that a high

density of deep holes would trap positrons.. However, that may

depend on 'the-shape of the holes. Therefore future experiments

are needed.

Another surface reconstruction was examined by covering

the surface with atomic hydrogen /17/. A sharp 1x1 pattern was
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observed with LEED. The results of positron measurements on

this structure are shown in Table 2. No effect on £ was
o

observed. However an increase in f was seen. Whether this is

due to the structural change or to the presence of hydrogen

cannot be distinguished. However, hydrogen is known to increase

the electron density of states at the surface 126}. This gives

an enhancement in positronium emission, because of an increase

number of available electron states 321}.

Conclusion

The diffusion of positrons in the near surface region of

Sin00) and (111) has been studied using a variable energy

moderated positron beam. After cleaning the surface by low

energy Ar* sputtering followed by annealing at moderate temper-

ature (~ 1100 K) a significantly longer value of the diffusion

related parameter E« 4.2+0/2 keV was found. On the basis of

this value the diffusion coefficient D was estimated. It was

found that the derived value depends significantly on the

assumed positron implantation profile, an average value being

D+ = 2.4 + 0.3 cm
2/sec.

A drastic reduction in E« was found after heating the

sample at high temperatures, showing that the previously

reported anomalously low values of EQ are associated with the

thermal history. The effect was found to be strongly temperature

dependent and was confined to the surface region.

Recent theories on the reconstructed Sid 11) 7x7 structure

involves open volume defects. No signs on positron behavior

indicating trapping into such defects ?vas found. Covering the

surface by atomic hydrogen causing the surface structure to

change to an unreconstructed 1x1 surface had no influence on

the positron diffusion behavior, however an increased yield of

positronium formation at the surface was found.
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Table 1. List of the parameters fo and E o used to fit

Eq. (4) for E > 0.5 keV to the experimental data

and the diffusion coefficient calculated from these

numbers. Sputtering was done with 1 keV Ar at

glancing angle. Annealing temperature was 1100 K.

Sample

Si(111) sputtered

annealed

Si(111) sputtered

annealed

Si(100) sputtered

annealed

4.

4.

3.

4.

3.
4.

Eo(keV)

0

2

5

3

6

7

+ 0.2

£ 0.2

• 0.2

£ 0.2

± 0.2

0.51

0.49

0.49

0.31

0.59

0.56

D+(C.TI
2

1

1

1

2,

1.

2,

/sec}

.6

.9

.1

.0

.2

.7

Si(IOO) annealed 3.7 ±,0.2 *0.S5 ' 1.3
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Table 2. List of the parameters fQ and £ Q used to fit £g.

M ) for E > 0.5 keV to the experimental data for

various surface structures.

fo

As sputtered 4.0 ± 0.2 0.S1 ± 0.02 1.6

reconstructed 'x7 4.2 ± 0.2 0.49 ± 0.02 1.8

unreconstructed 1x1+H 4.2 1 0.2 0.60 ± 0.02 1.9
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